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FOREWORD

The Arcing Phenomena in Fusion Devices Workshop is one of a series
of workshops which were planned by the Plasma Interaction Task Group
and sponsored by the Materials and Radiation Effects Branch, Office
of Fusion Energy, Department of Energy. The workshops are an outgrowth
of the Fusion Reactor Materials Program Plan (DOE/ET-0032/3) and for
this particular workshop the objectives wers to assemble those individuals
who deal directly with arcing, both vacuum arcs and plasma induced arcs,
to review accomplished work, to suggest experiments which will better
define the role of arcing as an impurity introduction mechanism in
fusion devices and to propose methods to reduce the effects of arcing
in fusion devices.

These workshop notes consist of a summary which includes objectives, a
review of the discussions, and an identification of the types of experi-
ments which should be done and copies of abstracts of presentations and
visuals used by the authors.

I would like to express my thanks to each of the attendees for their
open, active, and constructive contributions to the discussions. In
addition, I would like to thank Bob Clausing for writing the summary
and special thanks to Caila Cox for serving as secretary, travel agent,
publication coordinator and social director.

It is with deep regret that I note that one of our colleagues, L. S.
Scaturro, died in mid-May. His contributions were excellent and his
presence will be sorely missed.

R. A. Langley
Workshop Coordinator



SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS OF WORKSHOP

R. E. Clausing
Metals and Ceramics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN 37830

PURPOSE

The workshop on arcing phenomena in fusion devices was organized (1) to

review the present status of our understanding of arcing as it relates to

confinement devices, (2) to determine what information is needed to suppress

arcing and (3) to define both laboratory and in-situ experiments which can

ultimately lead to reduction of impurities in the plasma caused by arcing. The

workshop was attended by experts in the area of vacuum arc electrode phenomena

and ion source technology, materials scientists, and both theoreticians and

experimentalists engaged in assessing the importance of "unipolar" arcing in

today's tokamaks.

REVIEW OF DISCUSSIONS

What Do We Know?

At the close of the formal presentations an attempt was made to list things

that we could all agree were known about the arcing phenomena in fusion devices.

1. It was agreed that arcing is widely observed in tokamaks and that it is a

normal rather than an unusual occurrence.

2. It can be shown that the volume of materials ejected from arc craters can

produce enough impurities to account for all of the metal impurities in the

plasma. It cannot be stated, however, that the metal impurities in the plasma

are derived from arcing phenomena since little is known about the transport

of material from the plasma edge to its center and thus far there has been no

correlation of the presence of impurities in the central plasma with

arcing phenomena. The paper presented by John Hogan does propose a model by
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which arc-produced impurities may enter the plasma and be distributed through

it by MHO activity.

3. Data from time-resolved experiments in the DITE tokamak and ISX-8 indicate

that arcing is most likely to occur during periods of plasma instability and

MHD activity at the beginning or end of discharges. The stable center portion

of the tokamak pulses is not immune to arcing phenomena, however.

4. There seems to be general agreement, although little proof, that conditioning

processes do occur in tokamaks and that arcing generally diminishes as a

function of time and plasma operation. There is data from laboratory experiments

which clearly shows that conditioning can occur.

5. There are a number of similarities between vacuum arcs and "unipolar arcs,"

and the rather extensive literature on vacuum arcs can thus supply useful

guidance for the studies of "unipolar" arcs in tokamaks.

6. Both vacuum arcs and arcs observed in tokamaks appear to move in a retrograde

direction, i.e., the arc column moves in a direction opposite to the electro-

motive force (3x5).

7. Arc craters caused by vacuum arcs and "unipolar" arcs appear to be very similar

in size and shape. Arc currents (per cathode spot) are apparently about the

same, (from <10 A to -̂ 100 A max). Current densities in the arc craters are in

the range from 104 to 109 A/cm2.

8. Unipolar arcing also produces serious detrimental effects in the ion sources of

neutral beam injectors. The problems are always a hinderance and require "source

conditioning." Sometimes the problems are so severe that they completely prevent

the operation of an ion source.

Based on the similarities between vacuum arcs and arcs observed in ion sources

and tokamaks, the workshop concludes that the following information obtained from

vacuum arc studies is probably applicable to arcing in fusion devices.
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1. Arcs will produce at least one ion per 20 electrons in the arc column. The

maximum yield of ions and impurity atoms may be much higher than this and

depends upon the properties of the material. Although ions are ejected

perpendicular to the surface, droplets tend to be ejected parallel to the

surface.

2. Topography and surface conditions are important and influence both the arc

initiation and propagation properties.

3. There seems to be general agreement that arc initiation is probably easier

on dirty surfaces but that damage to the dirty surfaces may be less.

4. Thermal and electrical properties are important materials parameters, because

Joule heating of the region in the bulk just below the cathode spot seems to

be very important in crater formation and arc propagation (see Kimberlin's

paper).

5. The maximum current per arc spot is probably 100 A or less and the minimum

voltages needed to sustain arcs for various materials are known (see Kimberlin's

paper).

Unresolved Questions

We have listed a number of questions which should be answered by experiments

and modeling. They are listed below:

1. What fraction of ions and neutrals from ar:s get into the plasma?

2. How far do these ions and neutrals penetrate into the plasma; do they get into

the central core?

3. Is the role of droplets ejected from arc craters a significant impurity injection

mechanism?

4. Why do arcs move in a retrograde direction in magnetic fields?

5. What are the disimilarities between vacuum and "unipolar" arcs? We know the

driving sources are different, but does this produce significant differences

in arc initiation or propagation?
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6. How does arc initiation depend upon magnetic field, surface conditions, electric

fields, temperature, inhomogeneities in the surface, cleanliness, adsorbed gases

etc.?

7. What mechanisms are important in arc initiation?

8. What are the "chopping" levels for arcs and how does the minimum current or

voltage required to sustain an arc depend upon magnetic fields and materials

parameters?

9. How is the arc current (as a function of time) related to the topographic structure

which is seen as fossil evidence in the arc trails?

10. What causes the termination of arcs?

11. What happens to the arc column as it goes into the tokamak plasma, i.e., what

is the currant path in the central plasma; what does the complete circuit look

like; what are current densities and voltages?

12. What are the mechanisms of surface conditioning which result in decreased

frequency of arcing as a function of time for constant exposure conditions in

the laboratory, do these same mechanisms operate effectively in a tokamak?

13. Is there an upper limit to the amount of conditioning which occurs on the surface

and if so what is its how can we describe it and what determines this limit?

The preceding list of questions could form the basis for several very large

research programs. Many experiments are suggested directly by the contemplation of

these questions. Most of these experiments will follow into two general categories:

first, in situ experiments in tokamaks which attempt to answer questions about the

importance and possible cures for arcing as an impurity introduction source in

tokamaks and second, experiments intended to prodide an understanding of mechanisms

of arc initiation, propagation, material transport, etc.

Experiments

The workshop discussed and attempted to identify experiments which could lead

to the goal of reducing impurities in the plasma due to arcing. In situ experiments
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are required to (H) characterize the arcing which, is occurring in tokamaks, i.e.,

to observe the nature of the arcing and to correlate arcing with plasma parameters,

(2) determine the importance of arcing as an impurity introduction mechanism in

today's tokamaks and (3) test methods of minimizing arcing as an impurity source

for tokamaks. The first two types of experiments serve the purpose of defining the

problem. The third type of in situ experiment is intended to help find a cure

(i.e., to solve or avoid the arcing problem). All three types of experiments tend

to be empirical or parametric studies. A fourth type of experiment is intended to

provide scientific understanding of the problem which can lead to the development

of ways to solve or avoid the problem, or in the worst case show that one must live

with it. Many of these are best done in controlled laboratory situations.

Techniques for characterizing arcing include: (l) optical observation, (2)

electrical measurements of arc currents and voltages, (3) examination of arc craters

and other fossil evidence remaining after the discharge, (d) indirect measurements

using plasma diagnostics such as (1) spectroscopic observations of light from the

plasma, (2) bolometer readings of the plasma radiation (3) measurements of MHD

activity or (4) some measure of plasma resistivity. Techniques for the determinations

of the importance of arcing as an impurity introduction mechanism depend on the

correlation of major plasma parameters such as electron and ion temperatures, particle

containment times, 6, etc. with the presence or absence of arcs and the detection of

arc injected impurities In the plasma core. Many of the experiments suggested which

were intended to lead to the control of arcing were also tests of hypotheses regarding

arcing mechanisms in the sense thai; they proposed ways to reduce arcing by modifying

plasma edge conditions or surfaces. Some other in situ experiments were more straight-

forward scientific explorations of hypotheses or models for impurity injection and

transport due to arcing.

Suggested subjects for in situ experiments include:

1. The measurement of ths effect of the neutral beam injection on arcing probability.

2. The effect of gas puffing on arcing probability.
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3. The correlation of arcing with plasma parameters.

4. Experiments involving biasing the limiters.

5. Experiments with special electrode materials inserted into the plasma adge to

test materials for resistance to arcing.

6. Experiments with triggered arcs.

An electrode would be inserted into the plasma in such a way as to make it possible

to trigger an arc between it and the plasma either by the application of high voltage

or with the help of a laser pulse or trigger gas puff and/or electrode. Such a

triggered arc would allow arcing to be initiated more or less independently of other

plasma parameters. This would make correlation with impurity light from the plasma,

MHD stabilities, plasma-edge conditions, etc. much easier than by observation of

more or less random events.

The suggestions for laboratory experiments were mostly related to characterization,

development of conditioning techniques and studies of mechanisms. Observation in the

laboratory is simple and direct with existing techniques. Several on-going laboratory

experiments were described ai. this meeting. Some arc characterization and conditioning

experiments have already been done in glow discharges (for example see P. Mioduszewski,

et al.}. Vacuum arc studies are well estabiisned and a great deal is known

aboi't the characteristics, conditioning and models for vacuum arcs. Laboratory

experiments of course have the great advantage that variables can be controlled and

systematically changed, and arcing can be produced and studied in a reliable reproducable

manner. It was suggested that experiments should be initiated (1) to test the model

for "unipolar" arcs, (2) to repeat some of the pioneering "unipolar" arc studies,

(3) to study mechanisms of initiation, propagation and termination (or "chopping" of

arcs, (4) to study the mechanisms which cause conditioning, (5) to understand the role

of surface structure and impurities in arc initiation and propagation, (6) to empirically

determine the importance of materials choices and materials processing variables on

arc initiation and propagation, and (7) to measure the material ejection from arcs as

ions, neutral atoms, and particulates as a function of material and arcing parameters.
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It is important to test the validity of data obtained from the laboratory

simulations and vacuum arc studies by correlation or testing of predictions in

actual tokamak applications and indeed to measure the usefulness of all proposed

experiments by asking is it likely that a successful experiment will contribute

substantially toward the goal of reducing the impurities in tokamak plasmas.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the workshop did not formally adopt any conclusions, Gary McCracken

presented the following for discussion in the final workshop session. It is

presented here because I believe it concisely presents the sense of the meeting.

Methods of Reducing Arcing

One of our main aims should be to find methods of reducing arcing. A number

of possibilities were discussed at the meeting.

1. Choice of Materials. Some metals appear better than others, but we do not yet

have enough data to make a rational choice.

2. Pre-conditioning (Cleaning) Processes. Cleaning certainly can reduce the initial

probability of arcing. Degreasing, nitrogen firing and vacuum firing were all

mentioned as being useful. However, no comparative tests have been triad.

3. Conditioning, Discharge Cleaning. In-situ conditioning systems appears always

to be necessary despite initial cleaning. This is a slow, empirical process.

Some laboratory experiments indicate that conditioning results in disappearance

of arcing. However, tokamak and diode vacuum arc and probably other data indicates

that arcing can always occur if conditions are severe enough.

4. Control of Surface Parameters (e.g., Potential, Temperature). Little data is

available.

5. Effect of Magnetic Field. Virtually no data.

6. Control of Plasma Operating Conditions to Reduce Plasma Temperature and Density

Near the Solid Surfaces. Gas puffing, use of magnetic limiters and other

established approaches should be investigated with particular reference to arcing.



Measurements Required

Yields of Material

1. Vacuum arc diodes -much data is already available.

2. Glow discharge to biased surfaces — little data available.

3. In tokamaks —virtually no data under well defined conditions.

We need to know form of erosion (e.g., whether as ions or as molten droplets,

how it varies with magnetic field and other relevant parameters.

Probability of Arcing

The yield is no use without knowing the probability of arcing. The impurity

production rate is a product of the two.

Little data is available - very hard to measure as it appears statistical and

depends on a great many parameters which are hard to control (e.g., surface impurities,

inclusions, and degree of conditioning).

What Fraction of Impurity Material Produced from the wall Actually Gets into the Plasma?

This actually is a much more general question which applies to all impurity

production processes, but the particular form of the arc impurities should be investi-

gated (i.e., 50 eV ions and molten droplets).
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THE PRESENT UNDERSTANDING OF VACUUM ARC ELECTRODE PHENOMENA

by

C. W. Kimblin
Westinghouse Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15235

Arc trails have been observed on the limiters and diverters of
various European fusion machines.1'2'3 Several scientists and engineers
associated with these machines expressed their concern with the arc trails
at a recent Electrode Workshop In Bad Honnef, Germany.1* Basically the
metal vapor and plasma released by the arc roots could contaminate the
fusion plasma and interfere with the fusion reaction. The fusion scien-
tists and engineers considered that it was necessary to first understand
the arc initiation and arc burning processes, and then seek methods to
control the arc spots on the metal components of the Tokamak machines.

During the past twenty years, scientists and engineers at the
Westinghouse Research and Development Center have Investigated the funda-
mental characteristics of anode and cathode spots in metal vapor arcs.
The current levels have been varied from 10 A to 100 kA for a wide variety
of electrode materials, and the arcing phenomena have been studied in the
presence of axial and transverse magnetic fields. Although the arc in-
vestigations have primarily been aimed at understanding switching devices,
much of the data is cf relevance to fusion devices. In both cases it is
Important to know, for example, the electrode spot erosion rates, the
fractional ionlzation of the evaporated metal vapor, the behaviour of the
spots in the presence of a magnetic field, and the factors which influence
arc spot formation. In the present paper, the author will comment on his
perception5 of the present understanding of vacuum arc electrode phenomena.
The subjects will Include cathode spot phenomena, anode spot phenomena,
the interaction of vacuum arcs with magnetic fields, the appearance of
high current arcs, and the influence on arc spot characteristics of low
ambient gas pressures. In addition to commenting on factors which are
understood, the author will also highlight areas which require further
investigation. These areas are fundamental in nature, and are of relevance
to understanding arcing phenomena on metal electrodes in general; both
switching devices and the confining walls of fusion machines.

With respect to cathode spot phenomena, it has been established
that most of the cathode material leaves the cathode region in either



particle or ionic form.5'7 However, there is much debate about the
current densities, microstrueture, and theoretical description of the
cathode spot. With respect to anode spot phenomena, the anode termination
is usually diffuse when the electrode area is large. However, the pres-
ence of an anode spot can lead to gross erosion and significant fluxe38

of metal ions. The interaction of vacuum arcs with strong axial and
transverse magnetic fields is certainly of relevance to fusion machines.
An axial field stabilizes the arc9 whereas a transverse field can create
a Hall electric field which bows the arc plasma and raises the arc vol-
tage.10 Further, the cathode spots usually move in a retrograde motion.
Observations of the change in arc appearance for separating electrodes11

are of less relevance to fusion machines. However, here it is important
to appreciate that at high currents the cathode may have a single grossly
eroding spot. Finally, the presence of a low piassure gaseous ambient12'13

can change the appearance and effective erosion rate of the cathode spots.
In a fusion machine, this low pressure ambient could perhaps result from
arc spot motion over a previously unarced surface.
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INTRODUCTION

Comments, Illustrated By Recent Westinghouse Experimental
Data, On Vacuum Arc Phenomena

• Cathode Spots
(0. lTolkA)

• Anode Spots
(0.lTo3kAI

• Interaction With Axial Magnetic Fields
(lTo60kA)

• Changes In Arc Appearance For Separating Electrodes
(5To60kA)

• Transition To Atmospheric Pressure Arcs
(U lTo lkA)
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CATHODE SPOTS

Established Parameters
• High Energy Ions

• Multiply Ionized States

• Current Per Macrospot

• V c , Cathode Fall

• Erosion Rate

• Particle Distribution Peaked In Cathode Plane

• ~lOO%Ionization
• Ion Distribution Peaked Perpendicular To Cathode Plane
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X
Anode

Erosion Rate=X g/C

Flux of Evaporated Atoms at Current 1=

Ion Current from the Cathode

1

Directed
Ion
Motion

• ^ (atoms/s)

Spot

Wait

Arc analysis before anode spot formation

CATHODE SPOTS
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Need Agreement On

• Current Densities
• Macrospot/Microspot

• Types Of Cathode Spot
(Function Of Arc Duration, Etc)

• Emission Mechanisms (Thermal, Thermal-Field, Explosive)
• Ion Current Magnitude To Surface Spot
• Overall Theory In Agreement With Experiment
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ANODE SPOTS

Established Parameters
• Formation Criteria

• Electrode Spacing
• Anode Arsa
• Arc Duration
• Anode Thermal Characteristics
• Constriction Effects

• V A , Anode Fall
— + • • Anode Ion Current Comparable Magnitude To Cathode Ion Current

• High Fractional Ionization?

Curve S89394-A

S

0.2

0.15

0.1

Voltage

Typical Observation at
0.92,'kA

0.05

/
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/ :
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/
/ '

V
>/<
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&

/
/ /*

94 &

i i r t l i i I

0.5. 1
Arc Current kA

1.5

Fig. 1 - Maximum wall ion currents observed prior to (open
points) and following (solid points) anode spot formation for
three different materials. Data points •, ° for tungsten ;
A , A for chromium; and •, a for copper



Cathode

5 cm

K
Anode

Electrode Arrangement

(a) Without an Axial Magnetic Field.
(Anode spot clearly visible)

(b) With an Axial Field of ^370G
(No anode spot. Cathode streamers visible)

Fig. 4-Photographs of an 1100A arc at an electrode separation of 2.8cm,
with and without an applied axial magnetic field
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ANODE SPOTS

Need

• Additional Experiments, Simitar To Cathode Investigations,
To Determine

• I + (Anode) For Wide Variety Of Materials

• Fractional Ionizatioi

• Ion Energies

• Agreement On Overall Theory
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INTERACTION WITH AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS

Established Parameters

• Anode Spot Formation - Postponed

• Cathode Current/Macrospot-Unchanged

• Multiple Columns

—•• • High Current Arcs Similar To Low Current Arcs
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CHANGES IN ARC APPEARANCE FOR SEPARATING ELECTRODES

Established Parameters

• Arc Has Initial Columnar Form For Electrode Separation
At Currents > 7 kA

• Columnar Arc Dees Not Display Multiple Catxde Spots

*• • Columnar Arc Can Make Transition Into

• Constricted Column

• Jet Column
• Anode Jet

• Diffuse Arc

Curv* 690160-A

Transition from anode jet to diffuse arc

Contact diameter 100 mm

. \ \ Separation of anode jet from
\ \ \ \ x & column

JET COLUMN

Arcing curve

' CONSTRICTED COLUMN
A L I

formation of
jet column from

constricted
— — column

10 20 30 40
Instantaneous Current, I , kA

50 60

fig. 13 - Physical arc appearance as a function of current and electrode gap,
for one half cycle of arcing, 50^0 Hz, contact diameter 100 mm, I > 7 kA,
no axial magnetic field.
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CHANGES IN ARC APPEARANCE FOR SEPARATING ELECTRODES

Need
• Data On Erosion Rates, Column Pressures, Parameters

Such As Axial Field Which Affect Transitions

• Comparison With High Current Arcs Established Between
Separating Electrodes At Atmospheric Pressure

• Theory Of The Grossly Evaporating Cathode Spot
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TRANSITION TO ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ARCS

Established Parameters

• Cathode Ion Current Detected At Reduced Distances From
Spot With Increasing Ambient Pressure

• Anode Spot Forms At Reduced Electrode Spacings With
Increasing Ambient Pressure

• Cathode Current Per Macrospot Decreases

• \ic, Cathode Fall, Invariant

•*• • Cathode Erosion Rate Decreases
(Particle Emission Rate Decreases)

Curr. SM491-*

10 * I 10
Ambient Nitrogen Pressure, Torr

Ftg. 8 -Variations with increasing nitrogen pressure of the measured cathode
erosion rates (or 100 A and 1 icA arcs on copper
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TRANSITION TO ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ARCS

Need
• Determination Of Whether A Fundamental Change Occurs

In The Cathode Spot Mechanism

• Ion Flux

• Ion Energy

• Current Density

• Theory Linking Vacuum And Atmospheric Pressure
Electrode-Phenomena



FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHODE SPOT OPERATION

L. P. Harris
General Electric Corporate R&D, Schenectady. NY 12301

The concept analyzed is illustrated in Fig. 1. There exists just outside

a small area of the cathode surface a region of intense ionization and high

plasma density, temperature, and pressure. Plasma pressures of many

atmospheres are calculated for this region. Because of the high pressure,

plasma flows from this region both toward the cathode and toward the anode.

Because of the pronounced differences in mass and mobility between electrons

and ions, the ionization region becomes positively charged and the electric

potential in this region exhibits a local maximum, the "potential hump. " The

plasma flows to anode and cathode then bear strong resemblance to the

ambipolar flows commonly found at any plasma-solid boundary where the

electric current passing the boundary is much less than the random electron

current in the plasma.

The expanding plasma flow from the ionization zone toward the anode

provides an essentially neutral conducting medium that spans most of the

cathode-anode gap and permits passage of electric current with only small

voltage drop. The plasma flow from the

ionization zone toward the cathode pro-

vides both an intense energy flux and a

high space charge field at the cathode

surface and strong emission both of

neutral atoms and of electrons. The

emitted atoms and the electrons flow

away from the surface toward the

ionization zone where they mix by col-

lisions to feed both energy and

particles into the plasma.

Fig. 1 Cathode cell geometry and
potential distribution
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The physical situation for the plasma regions is described here by quasi-

one-dimensional flow equations which express conservation of particles,

momentum, energy and charge, the generation of electric fields by space

charge, and the constitutive relations for the plasma. Within the cathode

material, the heat flow associated with the hot cell surface and with distributed

resistive dissipation is calculated. At the cell surface the relations for atom

emission and for electron emission are specified and the energy fluxes to and

from the surfaca are balanced.

The inputs required for these calculations are the vapor pressure char-

acteristic, work function, and thermal and electrical conductivities of the

bulk cathode material; and the mass, ionization potentials, and electron impact

ionization cross sections for the cathode atoms.
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Fig. 2 Calculated results for copper cathodes and comparisons with
experiments

Figure 2 shows a calculated volt-ampere curve for cathode spots on

copper, and compares calculated values fcr several parameters of the pre-

ferred spot operating at maximum current with estimates gained from

experiments. Values for the spot current I, the cathode fall V ,̂ the ratio

j / j of the total current to the ion current at the cathode, the average ion
S lS

multiplicity z, and the energies of ions leaving the cathode region are in

reasonable agreement.
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For the fusion program, these calculations and the extensive ion
(2)

current measurements of Kimblin show that a certain minimum cathode

erosion, enough to support an ion current of approximately 10 percent of the

total at the cathode surface, is inherent in cathode spot operation. This

minimum erosion is approximately 1 surface atom for every 20 electron-

charge units of cathode current for the usual structural metals based on Fe,

Ni, Cr, and Cu, or for every 30 electron-charge units of current to Mo, Ta,

and W refractory metal cathodes. The obvious possibilities for preventing

this erosion involve prevention of arcing by making surfaces vulnerable to

ion bombardment from very stable insulating materials, or prevention of

ion bombardment of the surfaces through shaping of magnetic fields.
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CATHODE SPOT PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Ion multiplicity »z ~ 1 to 3. Plasma Temperature T ~ 2 to 8 eV

CURRENT DENSITIES:

total current *J» — 10 A/m , electron current/ion current *J
g /^jg ~ i 0

ion current J.- — 10 A/m , random electron current — 2 x 10 A/m

2S -3Plasma electron density - 2 x 1 0 m , plasma electron pressure pg ~ 100 atm

Cathode spot current *I ~ 100 A, vccit - 4 x 1 0 m ' s e c

LENGTHS:
-S -9

cathode root radius r_ ~ 20 ac 10 m Debye length XQ ~ 2 x 1 0 m
-8

ionization length I ~ 2 x 10 m

RESIDENCE TIMES:

-12 -9
ion in ionization zone — 5 x 10 sec. ion through cathode spot~ 2 x 10 sec

RELAXATION TIMES:
-14 -10

e-e energy equilibration ~ 2 x 10 sec. e- i energy equilibration ~ 7 s 10 see
-13 -11

i-i energy equilibration— 5 x 10 sec. ionization equUibration ~ 2 x 10 sec

SONIC EFFECTS AND FLOW STHT7CTURE

THE PLASMA MASS AND MOMENTUM BALANCES ARE

AND
plasma
pressure"

electric
f~ field
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THE FLOW CRITICAL SPEED IS

vcrit
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2 / 2

r cr i t d A t l d l f o E
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ACCELERATION
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0
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0

0
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URE
d

dx l~2~

0
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0

v dac Flow(Wv c r . t )

(Wvcritxi

(v/vcr.t) > 1



EQUATIONS FOR THE IONIZATION ZONE

PARTICLE BALANCE REQUIRES

ion multiplicity—— _ atom flux from surface

S

iion current to anode'' ' ion current to cathode

IONIZATION ZONE MOMENTUM BALANCE REQUIRES

IONIZATION ZONE ENERGY BALANCE REQUIRES

work function
plasma potential ^depression \

beam I \ V
current— - ' v - -

—plasma temperature

ionization
energy

EQUATIONS FOR THE IONIZATION ZOI>*E (CONTINUED)

THERMAL IONIZATION GIVES

z~a-

THE ELECTRIC FIELD AT ZONE BOUNDARY IS

-Debye length

THE ZONE LENGTHS ARE RELATED BY

A/2J ~ 2/3

THE IONIZATION LENGTH t IS GIVEN BY

first ionization
potential"

ionization cross section
for beam electrons

(jl

+ 21 *
kT_

•atom speed

slope of ionization
cross section



EQUATIONS FOR THE ACCELERATION ZONE

IN TERMS OF NORMALIZED VARIABLES

. z »*/

* '
e(V -V)

KT_

THE ACCELERATION ZONE MOMENTUM BALANCE IS

M l **+2 f(i+*** - * - » - ***>]
APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION GIVES THE SURFACE ELECTRIC FIELD E c

ItT_

AND THE WIDTH OF THE ACCELERATION ZONE

t - (A/2>

EQUATIONS FOR THE ANODE ZONE

APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY BALANCE
Y:EVDS r-lan current

1 electron current

AND APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION OF THE'ION ENERGY BALANCE YIELDS

WHERE RB , THE RESISTANCE OF THE EXPANDING PLASMA IS

electron-ton resistivity

I



EQUATIONS FOR THE SURFACE

NEUTRAL ATOM EMISSION - SIMPLE EVAPORATION

heat of evaporation

i

% boiling temperature

ELECTRON EMISSION - SCEOTTKY-ENHANCED THERMIONIC

WHERE

trd
h

2 ^
' , - J ' *

•4 .48x10

SURFACE ENERGY BALANCE

plasma energy
supply

T * V
electron

evaporation
beat

conduction

atom
evaporation

STEADY HEAT FLUX INTO CELL SURFACE

FOR HEMISPHERICAL SYMMETRY

IN BEAT FLOW AND ELECTRIC CURRENT.

RESISTIVrrYCT. AND THERMAL

CONDUCTIVITY K CONSTANT

T -T ,
sln(C/r)

S t

USE OF THE WIEDEMANN-FRANZ LAW THEN GIVES

WHERE

metal

(U) increases
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Remarks on Aspects of Plasma-Wall Arcing in Fusion Devices

George H. Mi ley
Fusion Studies Laboratory

Nuclear Engineering Program
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Arcs in vacuum and gases have been studied extensively, but arcs
(and the question of voltage breakdown) at plasma-surface interfaces
have received relatively little study. The phenomena first became of
interest to fusion researchers when it was realized that arcs played a
dominant role in introducing impurities into the early Zeta experiment
in England. This observation was particularly frustrating since there
appears to be little hope of reducing arcs in successive, larger scale
devices. In this sense, plasma-surface arcing was viewed as a limiting
or "ultimate" impurity_source. Arcing was largely forgotten with the
demise of Zeta. However, at the 3rd International Conference on Plasma
Surface Interactions in Controlled Fusion Devices at Culham.in 1978
R. S. Pease announced that it was "back in vogue." What happened in
the intermediate period is apparently that improved control of instabilities
limited plasma-wall contact in most tokamak experiments so that, while
arcing was occurring in selected places like limiters and divertors, it
was not always recognized. Then observations at DITE, TFR, DIVA and
most recently, PLT, demonstrated a persistent occurence of arcing on
various surfaces in these devices.

This then brings up three crucial questions that must be faced by
the fusion community:

a) What is the basic phenomena associated with the observed
arcing? — is it unipolar arcing as commonly assumed?

b) Will such arcing continue to occur in fusion-reactor scale
devices and are there methods to either passively or actively
control the extent of arcing?

c) If arcing does occur, is it necesssarily detrimental to fusion
reactor operation? In what ways does arcing influence operation
cf fusion devices?



Since I have considered some aspects of a) and b) in papers presented
elsewhere/ * ' I will concentrate on c) in this workshop presentation.

In considering effects, it is first necessary to comment on where
arcing may occur. This might be categorized as:

1) Plasma - surface contact points
a) collector plates in divertors (tokamaks)
b) electrode-plates in direct collectors (mirrors)
c) neutral-beam injectors, including direct energy recovery

systems for beam lines.
2) Plasma - first wall

a) regions of relatively small separation (plasma-wall separation
vs. economics)

b) regions of high potential or potential gradients (e.g.,
connection region in tandem mirror)

In this respect, several worrisome points regarding fusing plasmas
should be noted. First, escaping fusion products will establish quite
different plasma potentials from those encountered in present experiments. '
Second, fusion product bombardment of surface areas and associated

(A)

blistering etc. can lead to microscopic roughness in crucial areas. '
Both phenomena would be expected to intensify arcing problems.

Effects can be categorized as follows:
1. Vaporization of material from arc spot region
2. Changes in plasma potential
3. Increased "effective" secondary electron emission

coefficient
4. Voltage breakdown

The effect of arcs will depend critically on the location arcing
and type of device involved. Consequences of vaporization caused by
arc-heating relative to surface erosion and subsequent impurity buildup
in the plasma have been cited earlier. Other possible effects are less
recognized however. Changes in plasma potential may be very important
relative to transport of impurities and plasma flow, both in the main
plasma and the scrape-off layer. ' In some approaches, such as the
tandem mirror, this could be crucial to actual device operation. Increased
"secondary electron" currents are the base cause for changes in potential,



but an equally important consequence of these currents may be their
effect on the plasma energy balance, namely, increased thermal loss.
This effect can be equally serious in both tokamak and mirror systems.
For example, we have been studying a small field-reversed mirror configuration
where thermal conductivity represents the main energy loss from the
plasma. It is estimated that cold electron currents flowing along open
field lines could reduce the (Q) for this device by as much as a factor
of5.<6>

The possibility of actual voltage breakdown due to unipolar arcing
is mainly of interest in subsystems where voltage holding is crucial.
This includes both neutral beam injectors and electrostatic direct
converter units."' It might be argued that such effects have not been
observed in present neutral beam injectors. However, the voltage
holding capability of these devices has largely been obtained through
experimental tests and future devices, operating at the higher voltages
with different configurations, (for example, negative ion beam injectors)
could face unipolar arcing problems in crucial areas. Arcs in collectors
and injector energy recovery units could lead to secondary electron
currents that, while not preventing operation, could drastically reduce
the device efficiency.
References
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Impurity generation by arcing

Recent developments in tokamak experiments and plasma theory lead

us to suggest a possible mechanism for impurity generation by arcing.

Since the plasma discharge is out of equilibrium periodically during the

startup phase, it seems possible that a repeated potential buildup and

arc release can occur between the plasma and its bounding surface, lead-

ing to the appearance of impurities uniformly mixed in the plasma at

the beginning of the current plateau phase. We describe both the experi-

mental and theoretical results informally, and suggest some experiments

which could shed light on this phenomenon.

1. Observations

At the outset it should be stated that a wide parameter range is

available for tokamak studies, and the model we discuss can be valid

only for the low-density Cn S 5-10 cm'^1 end of the startup range. With

this in mind, we refer to Fig. 1 [l], showing experimental results for the

initial phase described by S. V. Mirnov and t. 3. Semenov. The plasma

current is capacitor driven and rises to ̂ 80 kA in 25 msec [T4 device].

After an initial phase of hydrogen and impurity lonization, there follows

a sequence of organized oscillations, characterized by the poloidal

(short-way-around-the-torusl variation e . The "m" numbers begin at

the limit of detection for this experiment On " \k\ and proceed in a .

regular sequence down to 4. The integral values of m coincide approxi-
aS.

mately with integral values of qCa} = Ha \ \ where a, R are the minor,

major radii of the torus and B ta), 3-. are the poloidal magnetic field

at the plasma boundary and toroidal magnetic field, respectively (gauss).,



I total plasma currant, 3 (a)[T] - 2 • lo"5 I(AMPS)/a(en).

During periods of "resonance" [q(a) = m ] , there is an intense plasma-

wall .interaction, and strong shifts in plasms position (Ax! in Fig. 1 [i])r

The relation of this series of hiccups during startup to the impurity

problem is shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [2]. Here we see the latter stages

of the startup process [q(a) <v "5" and "V1 are labelled explicitly),

but we note that peaks in Cll I or CV light at q(<a) « "6" and "7"

may also be discerned. Thus, the MHO unstable initial phase can be

seen directly to produce impurity generation. The Tk experiment had

W limiters at this time, so th?t direct evidence of heavy metal

production is not available.

As a caveat, we should point out that operation at higher density,

in Alcator A, has shown that startup without this kind of activity is

possible. This agrees with the theoretical picture for these processes,

which we consider next.

2- Plasma Theory

This current penetration phase of the discharge has recently been

clarified by MHO computer calculations. A three-dimensional, coupled

helicity model for MHO instabilities has been developed by Waddel1,

Carreras and Hicks [3]. This model has successfully predicted the observed

structure of the poloidal oscillations in the steady state phase of the

discharge, and has recently been applied to the startup problem.

Figure 1 shows the current density profile evolution which may be

expected from a classical resistivity model for the startup: A strong

outward peaking in radius would be expected. However, these profiles are

unstable and their evolution to stable states occurs on the resistive



tearing timescale. Waddell, Carreras and Hicks [3] have derived criteria

which stipulate that such an outwardly peaked profile should flatten

when a reconnect ion condition Is mat. When this flattening occurs,
* * 5r28T

all the plasma outside the critical radius r [<?{r) • m; q(r) * ooTTTT 3

is scraped off by the wall/1imiter and plasma parameters (including

impurity density) inside are uniformly mixed. Fig. 2 shows the current

density evolution with this periodic mixing occurring during the startup

phase.

3. Arcing Model

We can suppose, then, that during the transient, fast-timescale,

mixing process, high T plasma is brought into contact with the wall "

and/or 1imiter. The sheath potential thus developed will be a source of

energy for arcing and material will be ejected until this sheath is

neutralized. Hence, the material is produced and spread uniformly across

the plasma cross-section, according to the MHO stability criteria.

Obviously, the physical nature of arcing must be clarified, and quantita-

tive models developed. However, time resotved experiments of impurity

generation Cspectroscopyi and wall deposition, correlated with 'Mirnov*

probe measurements of field oscillations, should lead to a quantitative

assessment of the relative role of arc-produced impurities during these

uncontrolled periods compared with that in the well-controlled current

plateau phase.
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"UNIPOLAR ARC DAMAGE OF MATERIALS IN A 600 eV DEUTERIUM PLASMA"

Presented by R. Daniel Stevenson

Summary:

During the past three and one-half years we have employed the

Columbia University Plasma Shock Tube to study plasma-material wall inter-

actionst Early in our investigations we saw that unipolar arcing cccured

in our device. Realizing unipolar arcing's importance as a potential

impurity generating mechanism in plasma devices, we devoted a g'jod amount

of our energies to the study of it. The results of our studies have been

presented in several papers and in a thesis!""5

Because of the small amount of data generated up to the present time

on the effect of metallurgical variables on cathode spot damage during uni-

polar arcing, we exposed a wide variety of materials, sometimes with diff-

erent heat treatments and/or surface finishes, to our plasma. We found that

the total surface coverage by unipolar arcs for the stainless steels, 304SS,

316SS and PE-16, averaged 5-8" after 1000 pulses in our shock tube. This

number of pulses is equivalent to one year's anticipated energy deposition

*-This work was sponsored by the Department of Energy under Contract

EG-77-S-02-4393, entitled, "Deuterium Plasma-Material Wall Interactions."

Co-Principal Investigators:

Prof. John K. Tien Prof. Robert A. Gross

Henry Krumb School of Mines Dept. of Applied Physics and

Columbia University Nuclear Engineering

New York City, New York, 10027 Columbia University

New York City, Hew York, 10027



at the first wall in a fusion reactor. The refractory metal alloys, Nb-751,

Nb, and W (both arc cast and prepared by powder metallurgy samples), averaged

2-3% coverage after 1000 pulses. Specimens of T1-6A1-4V and 4130 steel

reached coverages of over 50" and in some cases were completely covered by

unipolar arc remnants.

Using the systems composed of two different alloys each, 304SS;316SS

and Nb;Nb-751, we have shown that systematic changes in alloy chemistry

have a measurable but not large effect upon unipolar arcing, as measured by

area coverage due to cathode spot remnants. We have also shown that

unipolar arcing does appear to be very dependent on microstructure, at least

for the two systems we investigated, 4130 steel and Ti-6A1-4V. It was seen

that a higher density of interfaces, as produced by appropriate heat treat-

ments, resulted in greater arc coverage. Whether this is due to the density

of interfaces or due to segregation of constituents to these interfaces is

uncertain at the present time.

Calculations based on experimental determinations of atom loss due to

arcing6 and on our own measured arc coverages, suggest that unipolar arcing

can be a possible rate limiting factor in the development of fusion power

because of the amount of material ejected into the plasma by unipolar arcs.

Materials may be ranked according to their severity of damage by unipolar

arcing but even the least effected may be able to contribute enough atoms to

the plasma to quench it.

Future arcing studies at Columbia University will include measuring the

amounts and species of particles given off by graphite exposed to our plasma.

Also we are exposing various metallic specimens whose bulk temperature is at
0

the temperatures expected the first walls in fusion reactors, =500 C. Thus

we hope to determine the effect of temperature on some of the arcing properties.
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COMPARISON OF THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SHOCK TUBE PLASMA CONDITIONS

AND TWO PLASMA CONDITIONS IN AN ANTICIPATED TOKAMAK POWER REACTOR

Item Shock Tube Tokamak-Wall L i m i t e r

Energy per
Particle (J)

Particlo Flax
(cm"2-sec" )

Plasma Wall Power
Loading (J'cm"'*3ec~1)

Duty Cycle
(sac*cycle"1)

Dut^,Cycle Flux
(cm '•cycle"1)

Duty Cycle Wall Power
Loading (J-cm-'-cycle"1)

10

1 0 7

2 3

10 16

10 - 1 6

1 0 "

10 - 3

10"

10

10 J

17

10 - 1 4

10

1 0 '

21

10"

10 25

10 11



Material

AISI 304

AISI 316

Himonic
PE-16

AISI 4130

Arc Cast M

Pressed and
Sintered W

Nb

Hb-751

Camqosition (wt : l

10 .11, 19 Cr, bal Fe

12 N i , 17 Cr. 2.5 Mo
(1.47 at 5 Mo) bal .
Fe

43 Ni . 16 Cr. 1.25 AT.
3.25 Mo. 0.25 Co, 0.5 C.
0.26 S i , 0.035 IT, 1.0
Mn, 1.25 T1, bal Fe

( in at 5) 1.18 Ho,
1.05 Cr. 0.50 S i ,
0.52 Mn. 1.40 C
bal . Fe

(in ppra) 30 A l , 60 Ca.
10 Cu, 25 Fe. 2 Mg.
50 C. 1.1 H. 7 N, 27 0

(1n ppro) 10 As. 30 A1,
15 Ca. 10 Cr. 10 Cu,
20 Fe, 10 Mg. 10 Mn,
50 Ho, 20 H I , 10 S I ,
SO C, 5 H, 10 N. 100 0

99.8 Nb

(at S) 1.02 Zr,
0.05 Ta, bal . Nb

TABLE 2

Material Specifications

Prior Treatment

annealed, a i r
cooled

annealed, a i r
cooled

age hardened
0.5 hr at I040°C
12 hrs at 700°C

i ) 0.5 hr at 843°C,
oi l quench,
2 hrs at 250°C

i i ) 0.5 hr at 843°C,
furnace cool

i i i ) 0.5 hr at 843°C,
furnace cool,
150 hrs at 677°C

arc cast

pressed and
sintered

annealed

annealed

Inclusion, precipitate
content (area %)

none

none

TiC r *
Hi3 (Al.Ti)

Hn S. IS*

carbides. IX

carbides, IS

none

none

Mean Grain
Diameter {.m)

25

25

20

20

20

50
(+80 -20)

10

10

• As detennined by energy dispersive x-ray analysis.
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RELATIVE UNIPOLAR ARCING DAMAGE
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x - Solution Treated
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* - Vacuum Annealed
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NUMBER OF SHOCK TUBE EXPOSURES
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UNIPOLAR ARCING AND THE ATTAINMENT OF IGNITION

IMPCIRITV CONCENTRATION MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
MATERIAL DCS TO ARCING IMPORITY CONCENTRATION

GRAPHITE 10 1 S atc-ns-ca"3
(from experiments)

10 atoms'cm"3

NIMOHIC
PE-16

10 i 8 atoms'cm~3

(estimate)
10 atoms'cm

Sb-751
IS _

10 atoms"cm
(estimate)

10 atoms"cm"



IMPORTANCE OF UNIPOLAR ARCING

AS AN

IMPURITY GENERATION MECHANISM

MASS FLUX DUE TO ARCING

10"4 ga-coulomb~1-spot

T.10 ' atoms• cm" -sec"*•

ASSUME: A SINGLE SPOT

A "KCSSKTCSSMBEH'VOLOME "

-HO6 cm3 (PLT)

THIS RESULTS IN AN IMPURITY DENSITY OF

101S atoms-Cm"3 (ARC OPERATING FOR ONE SECOND)

"-PLASMA DENSITY

NOTE: TYPICAL SPUTTER YIELDS MO"3

WITH AN INCIDENT FLUX OF 101S

THE SPUTTER FLUX IS ̂ 10 1 3

(10~X1 OF THE ARC FLUX)

THE OCCURRENCE OF UNIPOLAR ARCING IN FUSION REACTORS

1. THE HIGH SHEATH VOLTAGE (-80 VOLTS) AND THE SHORT DUTY
CYCLE (-10"° sec) OF THE SHOCK TUBE MAY ENHANCE THE
ARCING EFFECT

2. WILL THE PROPER VOLTAGE CONDITIONS FOR ARCING EXIST
IN TOKAMAKS?

3. STILL, ARCING MAY OCCUR DUE TO WALL CURRENTS INDUCED
BY ?LASMA INSTABILITIES



STUDY OF IMPURITY PRODUCTION BY MICROARCING IN A SIMULATOR*

P. Moduszewski,1" R. E. Clausing and L. Heatherly

A small scale laboratory experiment has been initiated in order to prepare
for arcing measurements in the ISX tokamak. For this purpose a cylindrical sample
with one hemispherical end and a diameter of 1 cm was exposed to an rf plasma.
Temperature and density of the plasma, as measured with a Langmuir double probes
were 5 eV and 1011 cm"3, respectively. Under these conditions unipolar arcing was
not observed and therefore the sample was biased ^100 V negatively with respect to
the plasma. This bias was applied via a small capacitor, the charging constant of
which was <1 ms. Outside the vacuum chamber, the capacitor connected the sample
with a second electrode immersed in the plasma which served as return current col-
lector. Whea an arc struck to the sample, across the space charge sheath, the capa-
citor discharged within about 2 us. The discharge current was measured. Arcing
currents of up to 200 A were measured. In addition to the electrical measurements,
spectroscopic signals from the arcs were recorded simultaneously.

From the arc current and the crater dimensions, the erosion rates were estimated.
For the metals under investigation here (stainless steel, Al, Au) the erosion rates
were in the range of 10~5 — lO"1* g/C. This is the same order of magnitude as erosion
rates reported in the literature for vacuum arcs.

The initial arcing frequency was up to 103 arcs per second and was sometimes
limited by the charging time constant of the bias capacitor. When fresh samples
were exposed to the plasma the arcing frequency decreased in all cases exponentially
with time. The time constant ranged between 10 s and 100 s.

From the exponential decrease in arcing frequency, we concluded that the number
of arcing sites was finite. In this case it should be possible to condition a sur-
face with respect to arcing. Conditioning effects were observed by raising the bias
voltage in steps up to —400 V. This procedure caused a depletion of arcing sites,
so that no more arcs were observed at higher voltages.

For a given bias and plasma condition, the probability of arcing was strongly
influenced by the surface state of the sample. The arcing probability increased
rapidly on all tested metals when the surface was contaminated with oil or small
insulating particles.

To minimize arcing, the metal surfaces to be exposed to the plasma in a tckamak
should be cleaned and well degreased. It is also suggested that arcing sites may be
burned out by running a glow discharge with the surfaces to be conditioned biased
negatively.

Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy
under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.

On leave from KFA, Julich.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.
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ARCING ON SS-304 SAMPLE AS FUNCTION OF TIME
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TIME RESOLUTION: 2 sac/channel
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CHANNEL NUMBER
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ARCING ON Al-SAMPLE AS FUNCTION OF TIME
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ARCING ON Au-SAMPLE AS FUNCTION OF TIME

400

300

i
z 200

100 -

SAMPLE PREPARATION: OIL CONTAMINATED
TIME RESOLUTION: 2 sec/channel

_L
40 60 80

CHANNEL NUMBER
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TIME-RESOLVED ARCING MEASUREMENTS IN THE ISX-B TOKAMAK*

P. Mioduszswski, R. E. Clausing and L. Heatherly1"

Arc tracks have been observed in ISX on the limiters, on the rims which
connect the bellows sections with the rigid sections, and on samples exposed
via the surface analysis station, to find out when arcing occurs during the
tokamak discharge, an experiment has been set up to measure the arcing current
and duration and its correlation to the tokamak discharge.

The erosion due to arcing on the liraiters has been estimated to be about
101S...1017 atoms per arc.

In ISX-B an experiment has been set up to measure simultaneously electrical'
and optical signals from arcing. For this purpose, a sample was introduced into
the ISX vacuum chamber and electrically connected to the wall outside the vacuum
chamber. The arcing current was measured in this external current loop- The
light, emitted by the arcs, was measured with an optical detector system. Pre-
liminary measurements showed a good correlation between current signals and
optical signals. Arc currents measured on the samples were in the range between
10 and 50 A.

The arcing signals were also related to pin diode measurements which detect
the soft x-ray fluctuations which, in turn, measure MHD activity. In "good"
tokamak discharges evidence of arcing, as indicated with the current probe, was
seen only at the initial breakdown of the plasma and in the quenching phase at
the end of the discharge. In disruptive discharges the arcing sample showed
current pulses of up to 20 A whenever the plasma disrupted, in addition to the
usual signals at the beginning and end of the discharge.

Measurements of the arcing current with time resolution of 100 us/div showed
that the duration of one single arc is about 50 us. The measurements reported
here may be representative of the wall and structural components inside the
tokamak, however, since the limiters are in much more direct contact with the
central plasma, arcing on the limiters may be different.

Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy
under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.

On leave from KFA, Jiilich.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.
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IMPURITY PRODUCTION BY ARCING

ARC TRACKS OBSERVED IN ISX INDICATE AN
EROSION OF:

1016 . . 1017 atoms/arc

COMPARED TO IMPURITY PRODUCTION BY SPUTTERING
FOR A MIDSIZE TOKAMAK [1]:

8 • 1016 atoms • m"1 • sec""1

WITH A WALL SURFACE AREA: A = 10 m2

AND A PULSE LENGTH: r « 100 msec

1017 atoms/discharge

ONE SJNGLE ARC CAN RELEASE A NUMBER OF IMPURITY
ATOMS WHICH IS COMPARABLE TO THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF SPUTTERED PARTICLES THROUGHOUT THE DISCHARGE
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PLASMA ARCING OF LOW Z COATINGS*

J. B. Whitley and D. M. Mattox
Sandia Laboratories**

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

SUMMARY

The arcing behavior of both coated and uncoated specimens

is being studied using a high energy plasma arcing chamber. In

this, apparatus, samples are immersed in a low energy plasma and

negatively biased to produce high energy (~80J) arcs. An

external magnetic field enhances plasma formation and supplies

a driving force for arc motion. The arc current and voltage are

measured and catcher plates are placed in the system to capture

ejected material. The arced samples are analyzed for weight loss

and the surfaces examined by optical and scanning electron micro-

scopy .

All conductive materials tested produced high energy arcs.

Prior to applying the negative bias to the sample, the surface

shows small arc spots or "raicroarcs." The arcing rate is found

to decrease with successive applications of tlie biasing voltage.

The surfaces are generally fully conditioned (no further arc

initiation) after passing arc currents of 5-15 coulombs/cm . A

conditioned sample can be made to arc again if it is exposed to

air and returned to the system. The addition in situ of a thin

layer of chromium to a conditioned surface' does not lead to more

*This work is supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, U. S.
Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-76-DP00789.

**A 0. S. DOE facility.
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arciiig, indicating that the nonconducting oxide layer nay play a

role in arc initiation.

In general, the arc tracks that we observe consist of

adjoining craters of melted material. In copper and stainless

steel, the melt regions are large (up to 0.25 mm across) and

the catcher plates show that a significant fraction of the eroded

material is ejected as liquid droplets of up to 30/iit1. diameter.

1 2
Studies of the products emitted by vacuum arcs ' have found that

up to 80% of the eroded material was ejected as particles with

particles velocities of up to 500 m/s.

Arc tracks on carbon samples consist of eroded lines with

a few large, deep pits on the sample. The catcher plates showed

carbon particles with an irregular shape of up to 15jjm across.

The plasma sprayed coatings being studied are TiB_, Tic,

VBe.j2» a n d Be- The s-arface melting of these coatings is less

severe and the ejected particles smaller than is found with the

stainless steel. The surfaces are quite rough and porous, however,

and larger, irregular shaped chunks of material are ejected from

the surface without melting. In some cases, repeated arcing is

found to spall the coatings, thereby exposing the substrate. TiB_

coatings, formed by chemical vapor deposition, are also being

studied. In general, the coatings examined showed less arcing

than bare stainless steel.

Coatings of pure boron, an insulator, on carbon have been

deposited by'chemical vapor deposition. The arcing behavior of

this material is= quite different than that of the conducting surfaces,
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The surface does not form arc spots but rather forms faint moving

arcs with little evidence of surface damage. When the coating is

disrupted, the arcing is severe with melting of the boron material

along the edges of the disruptions.

The form of the products emitted by arcing may be important

in deternining the importance of arcing as a source of impurities.

A high speed particle of material could penetrate into the plasma

before being vaporized and thus introduce impurities directly

into the plasma core. The ions and neutrals emitted by the arc

may be ionized and trapped at the plasma edge and would have to

diffuse into the plasma. Large, fast particles would not be

affected by edge cleaning devices like divertors. Calculations

for the size and speed of particles expected show that the

particles may penetrate tens of centimeters into the plasma

before completely vaporizing.

REFERENCES

1. T. Utsumi and J. H. English, J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 46,

No. 1, p. 126-131, 1975.

2. D. T. Turns, C. L. Chen and D. K. Davies, J. Appl. Phys.,

Vol. 49, No. 7, p. 3821-3831, 1978.



PLASMA ARCING OF LOW Z COATINGS

J. B. Whitley and D. M. Mattox.

Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Objective: To determine the relative response of candi-
date low Z coatings to high energy, traveling
•* m m +arcs.

• Plasma
N ~1O1Z cm"3

T -3 -4 eV

• Magnetic Field - 0 . 7 kG

• Sample Biasing System
-120 V
0.012 F Capacitance (-80J)

• Analysis
Arc Current
Arc Voltage
Still Photography
Optical Spectroscopy
High Speed Framing Camera
Catcher Plates (optical, SEM, TEM)
Weight Loss
Optical Microscopy
SEM
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C O N D I T I O N I N G

• A r c i n g r a t e d e c r e a s e d w i t h s u c c e s s i v e a p p l i -
c a t i o n s o f t h e b i a s v o l t a g e .

• S u r f a c e c e a s e d t o a r c a f t e r p a s s i n g a r c c u r r e n t s
o f 5 - 1 5 c o u l o m b / c m ^ .

• S . S . s a m p l e s w h i c h w e r e c o n d i t i o n e d a n d t h e n
e x p o s e d t o a i r c o u l d b e m a d e t o a r c a g a i n .

• T h e a d d i t i o n i n s i t u o f a t h i n c h r o m i u m l a y e r
t o a c o n d i t i o n e d s u r f a c e d i d n o t e n h a n c e f u r t h e r
a r c i n g .
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IMPURITY INTRODUCTION TO PLASMA

Important variables

• Erosion rate
• Z of impur i ty
• Rate of penetrat ion

into plasma
• Lifet ime in plasma
• I onizat ion state

PRODUCTS EMITTED BY VACUUM ARCS

"V-

Neutrals -20-40%
Ions -20-40%
Particles -15-60%

Velocity ~102-103 mis

woo

10 -

I
ai

V. - 10 C

T. *

Id 100 IOOO

Particle RaJ/as (in**)



C o n c l u s i o n s

• Before b ias ing sample, get smal l " m i c r o a r c s "
on s u r f a c e .

• Most m a t e r i a l s would c o n d i t i o n a f te r 10-15
d i s c h a r g e s .

• Exposure of a cond i t ioned sample to a i r and
t h e n r e t u r n i n g to system would al low more
a r c i n g .

• Addi t ion of a t h i n Cr layer to a cond i t ioned
sample in s i tu would not lead to more a r c i n g .

• On metals ( C u , S S ) , arc t racks cons is t of a
ser ies of connected mel t c r a t e r s .

depth > 0 . 1 ym
width <0 . 1 jum to > 100 jxm

C a t c h e r plate p a r t i c l e s 0 . 1 jum to 30 fim d i a m e t e r .

• Re f rac to ry coat ings show much less m e l t i n g
in the a rc t racks t h a n S. S.

• Ejected m a t e r i a l cons is ted of smal l ( < 1 #m diam)
droplets and l a r g e r ( 1 - 5 nm) p a r t i c l e s .

• Coat ing f a i l u r e o c c u r r e d by local spa l l ing
and subs t ra te exposure .

• The r e f r a c t o r y coatings shown g e n e r a l l y bet ter
a r c i n g behav ior t h a n bare S . S .



SEGREGATION OF SULFUR TO THE SURFACES OF ARC CRATERS*

R. E. Clausing, L. Heatherly, and L. C. Emerson
Metals and Ceramics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

ABSTRACT

Arc craters in 304L stainless steel and Inconel 625 are observed to have

sulfur segregated to their surfaces. Samples of 304L exposed in fSX show up

to 12 at. % sulfur on the surfaces of craters 10 microns in diameter. Smaller

arc craters apparently cool quickly enough that surface segregation is avoided.

Sulfur is also observed to segregate to the surfaces of larger craters formed by

vacuum arcs in the laboratory and arcs in a hydrogen glow discharge simulator.

I t was observed that the presence of oxygen in the simulator greatly reduced the

segregation. Apparently the oxygen competes successfully with the sulfur for

surface adsorption sites or reacts with the segregating sulfur to make a volatile

product which removes the sulfur from the surface. Argon ion depth profil ing •

shows that the sulfur is present as an adsorbed layer rather than as a bulk phase.

Data from ISX and Doublet I I I indicate that sulfur levels on surface analysis

samples are high during the in i t ia l operation of the machine and slowly decay as

wall conditioning or "clean up" continues. Sulfur usually also increases after

opening the machine to air. I t is suggested that this sulfur is released into

the ISX vessel by arcing and that both physical sputtering and' chemical reactions

with hydrogen cause i t to be transported throughout the machine. Repeated melting of

limiter surfaces would of course contribute a new portion of sulfur each time

they were me!ted.

Research sponsored by the Division of Materials Sciences, U.S. Department
of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.
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We think that it is not unlikely that the presence or absence of sulfur

on surface analysis samples exposed at the wall position may provide qualitative

information on the amount of severe arcing occurring in a tokamak.

ARC CRATERS IN 304L STAINLESS STEEL ARE OBSERVED TO
HAVE SULFUR SEGREGATED TO THEIR SURFACES

• MEASUREMENTS IN 15X SHOW THAT IN 304L MOST(AND
PERHAPS ALL)CRATERS OF >10 MICRONS IN DIAMETER
HAVE SULFUR SEGREGATED TO THEIR SURFACES

- MEASUREMENTS IN THE SIMULATOR VARIFY THAT LARGE
CRATERS HAVE SULFUR SEGREGATED TO THEIR SURFACES
FOR 304L AND INCONEL 625
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THESE RESULTS SUGGEST THAT

• THE PRESENCE OF SULFUR IN A 304L STAINLESS STEEL
OR INCONEL SYSTEM MAY BE CAUSED BY ARCING

• EXPOSURE TO HYDROGEN DISCHARGES REMOVES THE
SULFUR FROM THE CRATER AREA AND COURSES ITS
DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE TOKAMAK VIA
GASEOUS PRODUCTS AND SPUTTERING .

• TH£ PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF SULFUR OM SURFACE
ANALYSIS SAMPLES EXPOSED IN TOKAMAKS CAN
THEREFORE PROVIDE SOME QUALITATIVE INFORMATION
ON THE AMOUNT OF SEVERE ARCING OCCURRING (OR
MORE SIGNIFICANTLY THE SUCCESS OF TECHNIQUES
TO PREVENT OR ELIMINATE ARCING)



Time Resolved Measurements of Arcing in the DITE Tokamak

0. H. J. Goodall and G. M. McCracken

U.K.A.E.A. Culham Laboratory Abingdon 0X14 3DB U. K. .

Previous measurements (1,2) have established that in DITE arcing occurs

only two to three centimeters outside the nominal edge of the plasma and that

it occurs predominately on surfaces which are parallel to the toroidal field.

Arcs have been observed on the fixed limiter, on parts of the torus structure

ci the divertor target plate and on probes inserted into the torus for a

small number of stable discharges. The arc traces are usually linear,

traveling opposite to the J x B force, and consist of a series o:: molten

craters 'vlOiim in diameter.

In order to discover when during the discharge that arcing occurs, we

have used three methods (3). Firstly, a probe consisting of two concentric

molybdenum cylinders was inserted in the plasma. The current between the

cylinders was observed during the discharge with the outer cylinder connected

to torus potential and the inner ons connected to the outer via a 0.112'

resistor. The radiation from this probe was monitored with a photomultiplier

Q

viewing through an interference filter with a bandwidth of 40A centered at

5506A, which is a strong Mo I line. A good correlation was obtained between

the current anrt the optical emission, the signals consisting of sharp spikes

SO to.200 \is in width and occurring during the vising part of the plasma

current, near current maximum. The current in the probe was typically 1-5

amps. These signals increased from near zero when the probe was at minor

radius of 29 cm to a maximum at 26 cm, the limiter radius and the maximum

distance to which the probe was inserted. From the charge flowing in a



current spike an estimate of the impurity injection rate has been made

using vaiues of the erosion rate (gins per coulomb ) from the literature.

To confirm that these signals were definitely due to arcs, a disc

was put in which rotated during the discharge. The plane of the disc

was parallel to the B_ and the axis oi. "otation was aligned with the

major radius. A series of arc traces were observed around the circumference

of the disc with an average length of 0*2 mm. The time at which these

occurred was in good agreement with the observations on the cylindrical

probe. The tiue also correlates well with the flux of metal impurities,

which has previously been observed to come in early in the discharge [4].

These time resolved techniques could be used to advantage in monitoring

arcing as a function of operating conditions and for observing the change

in arcing rate as a function of the number of discharges to which a probe

has been exposed.

[l] G. M. McCracken and D. H. J. Goodall Nuclear Fusion ̂ 8,(1978) 537,

[2] D. H. J. Goodall, T. W. Conlon, C. Sofield and G. M. McCracken J. Nucl.

Nucl. Mat. 76/77,(1978) 492.

[3] D. H. J. Goodall and G. M. McCracken, Nuclear Fusion, to be published.

[4] G. M. McCracken, G. Dearnaley, R. D. Gill, J. Hugill, J. W. M. Paul,

B. A. Powell, P. E. Stott, J. F. Turner and J. Vince, J. Nucl.

Mat. 76/77,(1978) 431.
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"Arcing Phenomena in Fusion Devices"

Knoxville, TN April 5-6, 1979

Experience with Arcing in PLT and PDX
PLT/PDX Surface Physics Group"*"

Introduction

We have examined a series of limiters that were used in

PLT and PDX for evidence of unipolar arcing. Limiters manu-

factured front tungsten, stainless steel, and graphite (ATJ-S)

were examined, both visually and microscopically, after removal

from PLT. Each type of limiter typically was exposed to

greater than 10 high power H, o.r D2 discharges. Preliminary

examination of the first set of Ti limiters in use in PDX

was also made.

In addition, numerous surface analysis probes which were

exposed at various radii within the plasma edge region and

constructed of various materials (stainless steel, vanadium, silicon,

tantalum, aluminum, and carbon) were also examined for arcing

phenomena. The probes were exposed to 1-10 high power dis-

charges in PLT.

Finally, we report our experience with the arcing behavior

in the PDX vacuum vessel during glow discharge cleaning, and

with arcing observed on metallic samples given various surface

treatments before exposure to a similar glow discharge.



Results and Conclusions

1) We observe arc tracks on all metallic surfaces (limiters

and probes) exposed within -2 cm of the limiter scrape-off.

Langmuir probe measurements had shown that T was greater than

5 eV at this radius; therefore the floating potential (-4 T )

is expected to be above the threshold for unipolar arcs.

2) Generally,. we observe no significant differences in

arc coverage on surfaces oriented tovard or away from the

toroidal electron current direction. There is a slight prefe-

rence to arc on surfaces parallel to B versus those perpendicular

to B. Surface roughness precluded more accurate comparisons.

3} On plane surfaces arc motion is consistent with the

-(I x B) direction. Arc tracks are usually linear, approxi-

mately 1 cm in length, 20-100 p in width, and 1-10 y in depth.

Occasional fern-like tracks are noted on B± surfaces.

4) For the case of the PLT W limiters, the estimated total

amount of W removed by arcing agrees roughly with the amount of

W deposited.on the PLT vacuum vessel and the amount of W

recycled in the PLT discharge.

5) In comparison with the W and SS limiters, little arcing

was seen on the PLT C limiters; the observed arc tracks occurred

primarily on the back side.

6} We observe preferential arcing or: contaminated surfaces

and surface defects for materials exposed to either tokamak or

glow discharge plasmas.

7) The arcing frequency on surfaces exposed to glow discharge

plasmas decreased significantly with exposure time.



Recommendations

1) It is important to properly clean/ prepare, and condition

limiter surfaces to minimize arcing.

2) Limiter arcing should be monitored (either optically

or with a current probe). The information may be useful for

optimizing plasma parameters.

3) What will be the arcing behavior of insulating or

semiconducting coatings that are being prepared for limiter

surfaces (e.g. TiB,)?

S. A. Cohen, H, F. Dylla, S. M. Rossnagel - PPPL
G. M. McCracken - Culham
Ph. Staib - IPP Garching

This work has been supported by U. S. DoE Contract # EY-76-C-02-3073.
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(b) t » 60 hrs; (c) t = 120 hrs.



Arcing in Neutral Beam Injection Systems*
C. C. Tsai

Plasma-surface arcing is considered to be one,of the probable sources of
impurities introduced into current fusion devices. ' Usually the arcing occurs
on an electrode, either electrically floating orpggounded, whenever a plasma
(with a few eV electron temperature) is present. ' Such places (Fig. 1) exist
at the interface regions of plasmas and electrodes of neutral beam (N.B.)
injectors. Thus arcing is expected to occur in the N.B. injection systems.
However, we may ask the following questions,

1. Does the arcing lower the operation reliability of N.B. injectors?
2. Does the arcing hinder the development of advanced N.B. injection systems?
3. Ooes the arcing produce beam impurity?
The answer to the first question is yes. The arcing does lower the reliability

of N.B. injectors. But, it is not a disastrous problem. In fact, we can control
the arcing problem simply by utilizing electronic protection techniques. For
instance, the arc breakdown between electrodes in the plasma generator of a modified
duoPIGatron ion source has been easily interrupted by arc inhibit circuits built into
the control of the arc power supply. The beam induced high voltage breakdown in the
ion accelerator has bgen interrupted simply by utilizing the modulator of the high
voltage power supply. These protections can limit the total energy below N100 J
which must be dissipated at the point of breakdown. Thus the associated erosion
and damage of the electrode is reduced. For example, it only takes a couple of days
to condition a virgin ion source to deliver ion beams at the rated voltage and
current of 40 kV/60 A for PLT/ISX injectors. Within a week of conditioning time,
the source reliability can achieve a level above 90% at the designated beam pulse
length and power conditions. The fast conditioning of ion sources is very desirable
and is the result of the electronic protection mentioned above.

Following the above procedures arcing should not be a serious problem to the
development of N.B. injectors. For the next generation fusion devices, the advanced
N.B. injection systems are characterized with long pulse (tens of seconds), high
efficiency -vSO? electric power) and high power (multimegawatt). The ion source
should have the capability to deliver ion beams with particle energy above 100 keV/nucleon
and beam current above 100-.A.3 To improve efficiency, the promising energy recovery
technique being developed will be used. As further discussed below, the arcing
may cause some difficulties to the development of the advanced N.B. injection system.

The.plasma generator of such advanced N.B. injectors couId-employ a hollow
cathode for electron feed and a magnetic multipole container for source-plasma
confinement. With this arrangement, the plasma electrode will be connected to the
negative terminal of the arc supply. The potential difference between the source
plasma and this electrode can be as large as 100 V. The material sputtered from
the plasma electrode due to energetic ion (£100 eV) bombardment, may lower the
reliability of the source operation. An experiment to improve the beam transmission
efficiency by employing 180 V precel voltage, has revealed that the plasma electrode
has a layer of thin film coating of the sputtered materials and has arc tracks on it.
(Fig. 2). However, under conventional operation (now extra-precel voltage) of the
duoPIGatron ion sources, the surface of the plasma electrode is clean and free of
arc tracks (Fig. 3). Moreover, the electrodes of ion accelerators and the inline
electrodes of electrostatic energy recovery systems will often be subject to

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy (ETM), U. S. Department of Enerqy
under contract W-7405-eng-25 with Union Carbide Corporation.
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energetic particle impingement. This will produce a great number of secondary
particles due to heating, sputtering, outgassing, ionization, charge exchange, and
secondary electron emission in these critical regions. Thus, these electrodes will
be difficult to hold high voltage. Such a N.B. injector will operate less
reliably. A modulator for each power supply to do sophisticated electronic protection
will be a big help.

The third question does not have an answer at the moment. Some experimental
results indicate that impurities exist in both the source plasma and the beam of the
neutral beam injectors. However, study on this subject has been insufficient and
the relationship between the arcing and beam impurity has not been determined. For
instance, during the arc conditioning phase of PLT/ISX injectors, the pla^na of the
ion source is gradually purified. The longer the conditioning time, the higher the
arc efficiency. The beam current per kilowatt of arc power can be raised from ,7 ,„
*0.5 A to *1.0 A. On the other hand, the performance study of PLT/ISX injectors"' °
has found the impurities of Cu, Fe, Ta and W existing in the beam and on the source
electrode. The N.B. injection experiment in 2XIIB also revealed an increase of
oxygen impurity level during the injection period. These impurities can have negative
effect on plasma heating of fusion devices. Hence, the study of beam impurity
and impurity sources, and the techniques for impurity suppression should be
aggressively pursued.
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Fig. 1. Cri t ical places with plasma-surface contacts in a 60 A modified
duoPIGatron ion source, are on the intermediate electrode snout
and on the target cathode (or plasma electrode).



Fig. 2. Arc tracks appeared on the surface of the plasma electrode which
had been impinqed by energetic ions up to 180 eV.
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Fig. 3. The surface of the plasma electrode is usually free of arc tracks ' —,.— .-_,_
when the ion source has been run under conventional mode (i.e. this
electrode is electrically floating).
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